
Silent Spatial 40
Notice：

1.As one of SilentHouse test series, Silent Spatial 40(SS40) is a high-range
IQ test specified for spatial ability.

2.The test sets no limit on time, but must be finished independently.
Discussion, disclosure, distribution or publication of any question, logic,
answer or any other information related to this test by any organization or
individual without consent or authorization is prohibited.

3.The test consists of 40 questions with a maximum score of 40 points. For
each question, you will get 1 point for perfectly correct answer, 0.5 point
for reasonable but not perfect answer, or 0 point.(For this test, only item
No.33 requires you to provide solving logic.)

4.Within 15 working days after submission, the test report will be sent via
email to the same email address which you use to submit. The report will
provide your raw score and link to the current norm. The norm reflects
your IQ score calculated from finite samples acquired, which means the IQ
result does not exactly represent your actual intelligence, only for
reference.

5.You can submit many times if you want, but only two submissions can be
accepted by societies.IQ Society which accept this test include:

Silent House(静宅),Night Society

6.Some questions are extreme hard, score is usually low than you expected,
suggest thinking for at least 3 days.

7.I will charge 100CNY/15USD per submission because it takes me some
effort to review the answers.

My Aplipay account: silenthouse@msn.com

My PayPal account:793921498@qq.com

8.Send the answer(should be clearly drawn) to test@silenthouse.org along
with the information below.

Name



Age

Gender

Nationality

IQ test result previously achieved

Picture of submission fee payment

Picture of valid personal ID (name should be clearly distinguishable, other
important privacy can be blocked)

You can find NORM and STATS here.

https://mahirwu.wixsite.com/iqtests/cat
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----------------------------End of Test-----------------------------------


